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FSIntercept™ Predictive Analysis
Traditional Free Standing Inserts deliver +90% of all coupons to value seeking shoppers. Consumer Packaged 
Goods companies account for +70% of these incentives. No doubt, the Free Standing Insert is critical to the 
success of many CPG promotions efforts, but how do you know if it is working?

 Ő   RISK & REWARD

Effective Free Standing Inserts deliver coupons that generate trial, insure 
purchase continuity and encourage brand switching. A well-planned and 
well-executed program can have a significant, positive financial impact. 
Conversely, an ill-conceived program imposes very real hardships as 
companies scramble to replace insufficient volume during the often-
limited brand promotional periods. What can you do?

 Ǳ INSURE SUCCESS

Mitigate your risk with RevTrax’s new, early-read FSIntercept™ solution. 
After only one week, we can predict with +90% accuracy whether your 
FSI coupon will deliver the desired results. If not, you still have sufficient 
time to execute affordable, digitally driven incentive solutions to activate 
your shoppers and reach your volume objectives. 

 Ǿ SOPHISTICATED ANALYTICS TOOLS

RevTrax’s predictive modeling engine creates multiple models to 
determine the relative success, or failure, of each FSI coupon. Each 
model can be updated weekly, monthly or quarterly to refresh the data. 
Our business forecasting tools are deployed to assist with the strategic 
budgeting process.

 ÷    SIMPLE INPUT REQUIREMENTS

FSIntercept requires daily, weekly and monthly sales volume. Our 
platform is optimized with either RSI or IRI data. Many clients 
already purchase these data feeds, and if not, RevTrax can secure 
them for you. Other easy-access requirements are offer specifics, 
channel distribution, and media plans.
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 COUPON TRENDS

$319 BILLION 
SPENT ON COUPONS  

(-2.9% 2013)

89.6%
OF COUPONS ARE FSI

39.4%
FSI COUPON REDEMPTION

(-1% 2013) 

 

$2.84 BILLION
IN COUPON REDEMPTIONS 

(-3% - 2013)   

$1.71
AVERAGE FSI VALUE

(increase of $0.16 - 2013)   

*Source: 2014 Inmar Coupon Trends


